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Metagenomics for pathogen detection in public
health
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Abstract

Traditional pathogen detection methods in public
health infectious disease surveillance rely upon the
identification of agents that are already known to be
associated with a particular clinical syndrome. The
emerging field of metagenomics has the potential to
revolutionize pathogen detection in public health
laboratories by allowing the simultaneous detection of
all microorganisms in a clinical sample, without a
priori knowledge of their identities, through the use of
next-generation DNA sequencing. A single
metagenomics analysis has the potential to detect
rare and novel pathogens, and to uncover the role of
dysbiotic microbiomes in infectious and chronic
human disease. Making use of advances in
sequencing platforms and bioinformatics tools, recent
studies have shown that metagenomics can even
determine the whole-genome sequences of
pathogens, allowing inferences about antibiotic
resistance, virulence, evolution and transmission to be
made. We are entering an era in which more novel
infectious diseases will be identified through
metagenomics-based methods than through
traditional laboratory methods. The impetus is now on
public health laboratories to integrate metagenomics
techniques into their diagnostic arsenals.
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How do we detect infectious diseases? An
introduction to public health laboratory
surveillance
Public health infectious disease surveillance employs
two strategies to detect cases and outbreaks of commu-
nicable diseases: laboratory-based surveillance and
syndromic surveillance, which relies on non-laboratory
data. Although syndromic surveillance is sometimes the
only viable option for population-level monitoring of
certain diseases, laboratory-based surveillance is usually
more accurate, as the definitive diagnosis of most infec-
tious diseases requires laboratory confirmation. A range
of methods are available in public health laboratories:
traditional assays include microscopy and culture-based
analyses, as well as immunoassays that detect antigens
from the pathogen or immune responses from the host;
modern techniques include nucleic acid amplification
tests. Nevertheless, many samples entering a public
health laboratory remain undiagnosed despite being
subjected to a battery of conventional laboratory tests.
Conventional laboratory assays fail to detect a causative

agent in approximately 40% of gastroenteritis [1] and as
many as 60% of encephalitis cases [2], complicating sur-
veillance of these diseases. Presuming a pathogenic agent
is present in the sample, the undetected disease agents in
these cases may simply be known species that are not
targeted by a laboratory’s testing algorithm or they may
be truly novel pathogens. The emergence of novel micro-
organisms challenges laboratory surveillance efforts,
which must constantly evolve to identify new pathogens,
such as the Middle East respiratory syndrome corona-
virus (MERS-CoV) [3,4] and H7N9 influenza [5]. Over
60% of these emerging pathogens are zoonotic in origin
[6], with their entry into human populations facilitated
by both human encroachment into previously uninhab-
ited regions and vector redistribution resulting from
habitat loss and climate change [7].
One potential way to improve laboratory surveillance

would be to employ molecular methods and analytical
algorithms that are pathogen-agnostic. Metagenomics, the
culture-independent sequencing and analysis of all nucleic
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acids recovered from a sample, has the potential to
revolutionize the detection of both known and novel
microorganisms. Its holistic nature means that instead of
performing multiple targeted assays, each looking for a spe-
cific pathogen, laboratories can use a single sequencing-
based test that is capable of identifying most, if not all,
microorganisms in a sample without the need for culture.
Furthermore, the use of sequencing technology permits the
assembly of the complete, or near-complete, genomes of
pathogens from a sample. These sequence data can then be
used to predict antibiotic resistance phenotypes, to identify
virulence genes and to inform enhanced outbreak investiga-
tions [8].
In recent years, metagenomics has proven useful in in-

vestigating novel species and strains [9-11], outbreaks
[12,13] and complex diseases [14,15]. As next-generation
sequencing technologies improve and costs continue to
drop, we anticipate that metagenomic approaches to infec-
tious disease investigations will become increasingly com-
mon in public health laboratories, particularly given recent
technical improvements that mean that metagenomics can
detect pathogens at very low abundance and be can
performed directly from clinical samples [16] or even
single cells [17].
This review explores metagenomics approaches from

the public health laboratory perspective, beginning with
a description of two metagenomics approaches and their
utility in pathogen detection. We then discuss the imple-
mentation of metagenomics approaches in the public
health setting, covering challenges that still need to be
addressed, such as diagnostic sensitivities, computational
resources, and ascertainment of causation.

Where are we now? Traditional laboratory
methods for pathogen detection
The traditional paradigm in diagnostic microbiology re-
lies upon tests tailored to etiological agents that are de-
finitively associated with a specific syndrome. Most
reference laboratories currently employ a panel of la-
boratory assays, including culture, microscopy, serology,
and PCR. These tools can be powerful methods for iden-
tifying microbes, but only if the respective culture condi-
tions, microscope sensitivity, serologic reagents, and
PCR primers are compatible with the microbial target
and specimen type.
When conventional tests fail to identify microbial

pathogens in a sample, an enhanced molecular approach
can be used in which PCR-based analyses designed to
capture a wider array of targets are employed. These in-
clude single or multiplexed PCR assays for conserved re-
gions within a species or genus [18,19], differentially
labeled nucleic acid probes, and direct sequencing of
PCR products [20-22]. Computational analyses are used
to identify conserved regions in the genomes of known
species or genus members; these regions are chosen as
primer or probe targets. In multiplexed assays, regions
from multiple targets can be selected to detect the most
common pathogens known to be associated with a clin-
ical syndrome. Consensus PCR using degenerate primers
has also been used successfully to identify a large variety
of bacteria and viruses from various hosts and environ-
ments, including the recently emerged MERS-CoV [23].

Where are we going? Metagenomics approaches
for pathogen detection
When both conventional and enhanced molecular test-
ing fail to identify a causative agent in a sample, the
culture-free, holistic metagenomics approach might pro-
vide an answer. As with metagenomics studies in human
and environmental microbiology [24-26], public health
metagenomics can take one of two forms. The first is a
targeted strategy called deep amplicon sequencing
(DAS), which employs a pre-sequencing PCR amplifica-
tion step to amplify selectively a taxonomic marker such
as a rRNA gene. The second is a broader strategy known
as shotgun metagenomics, in which the total nucleic
acid content of a sample is sequenced either directly or
after applying an enrichment step, which might be a
capture-based approach or subtraction prior to sequen-
cing (Table 1). There are benefits and disadvantages to
both methods, with some groups adopting a parallel ap-
proach in which both techniques are applied to a sample
of interest [27].

Deep amplicon sequencing
Within a given taxonomic group, certain gene families
occur in every known member species. The Human
Microbiome Project (HMP), along with many environ-
mental microbiome studies investigating various microbial
communities, have used PCR primers to target conserved
gene families. By designing PCR primers to amplify re-
gions within these genes, researchers generate PCR prod-
ucts called amplicons. The DNA sequences of these
amplicons are specific to different microbial species,
allowing the identification of the various members of the
microbial community. Using next-generation-based ‘deep
sequencing’, the many different amplicons in a sample can
all be sequenced. The resulting sequences are compared
to a reference database of the conserved gene to identify
the species and/or genus associated with each sequence.
The DAS technique is capable of identifying novel micro-
organisms, describing the microbiome of a specimen, and
quantifying the abundance of various taxa in a sample
(Table 1).
Bacterial DAS strategies typically utilize primers

that are specific to conserved genes, such as 16S
rRNA, chaperonin-60 (cpn-60; also named heat shock
protein-90 (hsp-90) or groEL) [41], or the RNA



Table 1 Metagenomic approaches for pathogen detection and their findings and applications

Method Applications Recent examples Advantages Limitations

Deep
amplicon
sequencing

• rRNA • Prokaryotic
and eukaryotic
identification*

• Characterization of the healthy
human gut microbiome (HMP)
[28]

• Potentially higher
sensitivity

• Targeted gene may not
be truly universal

• Determination
of taxonomic
relationships

• Ancient gut microbiomes found
to be more similar to modern
rural than modern cosmopolitan
microbiomes [29]

• Less expensive as
fewer reads are
required for taxonomic
classification

• Primer bias may alter
population structure

• rpoB • Archaeal and
bacterial
identification*

• Used to divide the species
Gardnerella vaginalis into
subgroups [30]

• rpoB and cpn-60 offer
enhanced taxonomic
resolution compared to
rRNA [31,32]

• Possibility of variable gene
copy numbers amongst
targeted species

• cpn-60 • Determination
of taxonomic
relationships

• Viral RNA
polymerase
(RdRP)

• Novel virus
discovery

• Identified novel families of
picornaviruses off the coast of
British Columbia [33]

Metagenomics

• Shotgun
sequencing

• Functional and
taxonomic
characterization

• Detection of African swine fever
virus-like sequences representing
new members of the family
Asfariviridae [9]

• Recovery of
sequences from all
microorganisms

• Broad specificity might
decrease sensitivity

• Detection of unexpected
microbes from stool samples [12]

• No a priori knowledge
of microorganisms
required

• Library preparation is
relatively labor intensive

• Subtraction • Functional and
taxonomic
characterization

• Identified divergent regions in
non-coding RNAs in Listeria
monocytogenes [34]

• Random primers
reduce potential for
bias

• Bioinformatics analysis is more
challenging

• Association of Fusobacterium
nucleatum with colorectal
carcinoma [35]

• Relatively expensive as more
reads are required than for DAS

• Virus
concentration

• Novel virus
discovery

• Detection of the novel H1N1
influenza from nasopharyngeal
swabs [13]

• Approximately 50% of sequences
generally have no significant
homology to known proteins in
databases (dark matter) [36]

• Detection of a novel
rhabdovirus from serum [37]

• Hybridization
capture

• Investigation
of sequences
with very low
copy number

• Metagenomic analysis of
tuberculosis from a mummy [38]

• Increased granularity in population
structure determination [39]

• Investigation of Yersinia pestis
from ancient teeth [40]

*Specific primers need to be made to discriminate between each group. RdRP, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase.
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polymerase (rpoB) [42]. Similarly, protozoan [43,44]
and fungal [45] DAS studies often target conserved
18S rRNA gene regions. The extraordinary genomic
diversity of viruses precludes the amplification of uni-
versally conserved genes and the ability to take a
complete viral census of a sample; however, primers
that are specific to large phylogenetic groups, such as
the picorna-like virus superfamily, have enabled large-
scale viral DAS studies of previously uncharacterized
viral populations (Table 1) [33].
With respect to pathogen detection, the PCR amplifica-

tion step inherent in the DAS protocol increases the assay’s
sensitivity for the microorganisms being targeted, poten-
tially allowing higher resolution and more confident identi-
fication of strains or species. Despite its utility in detecting
otherwise unidentifiable organisms, however, potential
biases in PCR amplification or variable copy numbers of
the targeted genes can cause DAS to generate artificially
inflated counts of certain taxa in a sample [46,47].
Furthermore, the ‘universal’ primers used in DAS might
not be truly universal, potentially causing certain species,
or even groups of species, to be missed [48]. Thus, DAS
can give an inaccurate estimation of the microbial commu-
nity composition. Given that DAS introduces an inherent
bias into pathogen detection and requires some a priori
knowledge of the potential pathogenic agent of interest in
order to select the appropriate gene for amplification, an
unbiased sequence-independent shotgun metagenomics
approach is better suited to the task of identifying
unknown organisms in a sample of interest.
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Metagenomics
In contrast to the approach taken by DAS of leveraging
conserved gene families across bacteria, fungi, protists
or viruses, shotgun metagenomics can potentially
catalogue all of the microbes present in a sample, irre-
spective of their kingdom of origin, by sequencing all
the nucleic acid extracted from a specimen. Extracted
material is sequenced on a next-generation sequencing
platform, and the resulting reads compared to a refer-
ence database. These databases are much larger than
those used in DAS, as they must contain all known se-
quences from all organisms rather than a set of se-
quences from a single gene family. Although this makes
the analytical part of a shotgun study computationally
intensive, the advantages over DAS are numerous.
Shotgun methods are less biased and generate data that
better reflect the sample’s true population structure, as
recently shown by the HMP team [39]. Furthermore,
only shotgun methods can interrogate the accessory
genome, that is, the non-core set of genes that often dif-
ferentiate pathogenic bacteria within a genus or species
from closely related commensal strains. For example,
Escherichia coli strains K12 and O157:H7 are identical
by 16S rRNA DAS analysis, yet the latter strain is
considerably more virulent [13].
Shotgun metagenomics studies, which are some-

times followed by Sanger sequencing to generate
complete, finished genomes of novel viruses, have
identified several novel pathogens from clinical sam-
ples (Table 1) [49-55]. A recent notable discovery is
the Bas-Congo virus, a rhabdovirus that was associ-
ated with a 2009 hemorrhagic fever outbreak in the
African Congo [37]. After metagenome-based detec-
tion and subsequent de novo assembly of the
full-length virus genome, this novel rhabdovirus was
shown to share only 25% amino acid identity with its
closest known relative. Other examples of novel
pathogens that have been discovered through
metagenomics include previously unknown cyclovi-
ruses found in the cerebrospinal fluid of patients with
paraplegia of unknown etiology [56] and a unique hy-
brid circo/parvovirus (NIH-CQV) in seronegative
hepatitis patients [57].
How does it work? Technical and computational
aspects of shotgun metagenomics
Given the advantages of shotgun metagenomics over
DAS for pathogen detection, the former is becoming
increasingly prominent in the public health laboratory
setting. Laboratories must adapt to the new technical
challenges presented by this technique, including the
preparation of samples and sequencing libraries,
sequencing, and bioinformatics analysis.
Sample and library preparation
Although some metagenomics studies opt to sequence
all of the nucleic acid extracted from a sample regardless
of its origin, others adopt a focused strategy in which
only a select population of microorganisms (bacteria or
viruses) or a specific nucleic acid population (DNA or
RNA) is targeted. In these cases, sample preparation
pipelines must be modified to target specifically the
group of interest. In a virus-specific metagenomics
study, cellular material is first removed using filtration
or centrifugation to maximize the recovery of virions
[58,59]. Enzymatic treatment of the sample with nucle-
ases can further enrich for viral nucleic acids by remov-
ing non-viral nucleic acids while viral nucleic acids
remain protected within the nucleocapsid (Figure 1)
[60].
A second technical issue is that the microbial fraction

of nucleic acid in a clinical sample can be extremely
small, as most of the DNA present is often of human
origin. Human DNA can be removed prior to and post-
DNA sequencing, using laboratory and bioinformatics
methods, respectively. If human DNA is removed using
laboratory methods, the small amount of microbial nu-
cleic acid remaining will require newer techniques in se-
quence library construction to generate usable DNA
libraries. Library preparation kits such as Nextera XT
(Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) now require just one
nanogram of input DNA. Nextera XT was recently used
in a metagenomics characterization of the pathogen in
the 2011 German Shiga-Toxigenic E. coli outbreak [12].
To further aid in the detection of microorganisms in
samples with very low levels of nucleic acid, or nucleic
acid present at very low concentrations, higher sequen-
cing depth might also be necessary to uncover rare se-
quences [61].
Other laboratory protocols can be implemented to se-

quence directly from a clinical sample with low nucleic
acid concentration, including random PCR as well as
multiple displacement amplification (MDA). A recent
example by McLean et al. [17] coupled fluorescence-
activated cell sorting (FACS) and MDA for single-cell
genomic analyses of microbial communities in the bio-
film from a hospital sink. The incorporation of MDA
also avoids the introduction of mutations in the single
cell approach, which may result from culturing the indi-
vidually sorted bacterial cells [62-64].

DNA sequencing
Following nucleic acid extraction and library preparation
(Figure 1), DNA sequencing is performed. Multiple
next-generation sequencing platforms are available
(Table 2), but the two most commonly used methods in
metagenomics studies are Illumina sequencing-by-syn-
thesis and Roche/454 pyrosequencing. The choice of
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Figure 1 Workflow outlining a pipeline of laboratory and bioinformatics methods required for metagenomic pathogen detection. The
left side (pale blue) lists each step in the metagenomics workflow and the right side lists the tools used for each stage. Boxes on the right are
color-coded to indicate the type of tool used: dark blue, laboratory method; gray, data format; green, computer software; maroon, database. BWA,
Burrows-Wheeler Aligner; BLAST, Basic Local Alignment Search Tool; IMG, integrated microbial genomics; MG-RAST, Metagenomics Rapid
Annotation Server.
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platform is dependent on the sample being sequenced,
the questions being asked, and the laboratory’s budget
and capacity. An increasing number of public health la-
boratories are acquiring their own ‘bench-top’ sequen-
cing machines, such as the Illumina MiSeq and Ion
Torrent PGM, which are small, affordable and ideally
suited for microbial work, but other laboratories out-
source samples to a larger sequencing center.

Bioinformatics
Following sequencing, the hundreds of thousands to mil-
lions of short reads generated must be computationally
transformed into meaningful data reflective of the pres-
ence and abundance of the microbes of interest. Bio-
informatics analysis is often performed using a staged
approach, as outlined in Figure 1. A public health la-
boratory working in metagenomics must have sufficient
computational power and analytic expertise to execute
these steps, which may require hiring an experienced
bioinformatician to design an in-house data analysis
pipeline.
Computational pipelines typically begin with the re-

moval of sequencing library adapters and filtering of
low-quality sequences, although this step is sometimes
handled by software embedded in the DNA sequencer it-
self. For clinical samples of human origin, in which
human-derived sequence reads comprise the majority of
data generated by the sequencer, it is necessary to re-
move the human reads, often by comparing all of the
reads to a human reference genome and discarding
those that map to the human genome [68,69].
Reads that remain after filtering can then be directly

compared to microbial reference sequence databases or
assembled de novo into larger clusters of contiguous se-
quence reads (contigs), which are then compared to ref-
erence sequence databases. Often, these two approaches
are used sequentially (Figure 1). First, individual reads
are compared to a reference database in order to assign
as many reads as possible to their species, genus, or
phylum of origin. The database used for reference-based
assembly, as well as the parameters used to call a match,
must be chosen carefully because they have a large im-
pact on the assembly generated and on the time taken to
generate it. Large databases increase the chance of find-
ing a match but significantly increase the analysis time.
Similarly, more permissive parameters might enable the
identification of species that are divergent from the
reference organism, but may also lead to incorrect taxo-
nomic assignments. Thus, reference-based assembly can
also be performed in stages, with increasing database
size and decreasing stringency.
Next, remaining reads that did not map to any micro-

bial sequence can be assembled de novo, often using
specific algorithms that have been developed for
metagenomic assemblies [70]. For taxonomic assignment
of the contigs generated, algorithms that are capable of
identifying more distant taxonomic matches must be
used [71]. Alternatively, a strategy to identify novel
sequence reads by using paired-end information to
increase iteratively the size of contigs of known classifi-
cation has recently been developed and successfully
implemented to identify two novel arenaviruses in
snakes [72].

What can it do? Applications of metagenomics in
public health infectious disease surveillance
Currently, public health infectious disease surveillance
requires a priori knowledge of the pathogen of interest,
in that there must be a validated test for the pathogen,
and it must be included in the laboratory’s test portfolio.
This approach often cannot detect the emergence of
completely novel pathogens or pathogens that are not
known to be present in a given region. When such an
unknown or unusual infectious disease syndrome is
encountered, patient specimens will be serially tested
against a list of known and suspected pathogens
(Figure 2). Nevertheless, conventional laboratory test-
ing might remain negative even after multiple samples
are collected and multiple tests are conducted. It is at
this point that an investigational pathogen-agnostic
method such as metagenomics should be deployed,
with the results helping both to uncover unknown
etiological agents and to inform the development of
new laboratory diagnostic tests or the testing of algo-
rithms to detect future instances of the pathogen in
question.
There are several examples of instances in which a

metagenomic approach was able to detect pathogens
missed by traditional techniques (Table 3). These include
scenarios in which the pathogen was present at very low
levels in the sample [73], where the suspected pathogen
was not the true cause and was not detected by the tests
used [12,53,73], and where the causal agent was either a
distantly related variant of the suspect pathogen or an



Table 2 High-throughput sequencing platforms and their potential metagenomic applications in public health

Manufacturer Platform Read
length
(bp)

Output Run
time

Reads Advantages Limitations Applications

Second
generation
sequencers

Ilumina HiSeq 2500 36-150 600 Gb 11 days 2.4 × 109 Very high depth Long run time High sensitivity to detect
pathogens that are present at
very low concentrations in
metagenomic samples

Low error rate Short read
lengthsLower cost per bp
Errors in regions
following GGC
motifs [65]

Paired-end reads

Decreasing read
quality toward
ends [66]

MiSeq 36-250 8.5 Gb 39 hours 34 × 106 Desktop machine Short read
lengths

Able to detect pathogens at
low levels rapidlyLowest error rate

of desktop
sequencers

Errors in regions
following GGC
motifs [65]

Can be deployed locally
Useful for diseases of
unknown etiologyLower cost per bp

Decreasing read
quality toward
ends [66]

Paired-end reads

Roche Genome
Sequencer (GS)
FLX Titanium

1,000 1 Gb 23 hours 1 × 106 Long read lengths Errors in
homopolymeric
regions

Able to de novo assemble
genomes of novel pathogens
from metagenomic samples

GS Junior System 500 35 Mb 10 hours 1 × 105 Desktop machine Errors in
homopolymeric
regions

Able to sequence novel
genomes rapidlyLongest read

length of desktop
sequencers Lower depth

compared to GS
FLX

Can be deployed locally
Useful for outbreak
investigations

Life
Technologies

Ion Torrent with
Personal
Genome
Machine (PGM)
318 Chip

400 1-2 Gb 7 hours 3-5 × 106 Desktop machine Errors in
homopolymeric
regions

Fastest output is helpful for
urgent public health issuesFastest run time

of desktop
sequencers Biased coverage

in AT rich
regions [67]

Can be deployed locally

Proton 200 10 Gb 2-4 hours 6-8 × 107 Desktop machine Short read
length

Able to detect pathogens at
low levels rapidlyVery fast run time

Errors in
homopolymeric
regions

Can be deployed locally
Useful for diseases of
unknown etiology

Third
generation
sequencers

Pacific
Biosystems

PacBio RS 2,000-
15,000

100 Mb 2 hours 50,000 Very fast run time High error rate Able to assemble genomes for
novel pathogens rapidlyVery long read

lengths
Sub-reads often
shorter than
quoted read
lengths

Complementary to other
methods

Requires higher
DNA input [67]

Oxford
Nanopore

MinION 48,000 10s of Gb
per 24
hours

Run until
complete

Not
applicable

Very fast run time Not yet available
No sample
preparation
required

Statistics for Illumina, Roche and maximum values for each category in each system are shown as of 2012. bp base pair, Mb megabases, Gb gigabases.
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entirely new species [9-11]. For example, metagenomics
was able to detect pathogens that were missed because of
each of the above reasons in a study of condyloma sam-
ples that were negative for human papillomavirus (HPV)
by PCR. Metagenomics detected both HPV type 6 and pu-
tative novel HPV types, as well as the molluscum
contagiosum virus (MCV), all of which would have gone
undetected using conventional techniques [73].



Specimen
with novel
pathogen

Multiple
traditional
laboratory
tests Negative

Metagenomics
and other

investigational
methods

Actionable
result

Confirmatory
testing*

Positive

Pathogen detected by traditional tests

Pathogen not detected by traditional tests

Future position of metagenomics in public
health testing algorithm

* confirmatory testing by validated laboratory tests

Key:

Figure 2 Strategy for novel pathogen detection in public
health. Currently, specimens are sent for conventional laboratory
tests. If one of these tests is positive (dashed arrows), then an
actionable result is generated. If these are all negative, then
investigational methods such as metagenomics can be employed
afterwards (white arrows). With advances in metagenomics, these
methods may be performed earlier in the diagnostic algorithm in
the future (black arrows) instead of following multiple traditional
laboratory tests.
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Beyond pathogen detection, many shotgun metagenomics
studies have successfully generated complete or nearly
complete pathogen genome assemblies from a sample
[16,17,40], allowing a comprehensive characterization of the
microbe in question at multiple levels. Such assemblies
might allow prediction of the microbial phenotype, as indi-
cated by the presence or absence of antimicrobial resistance
or virulence genes. They can also be used to calculate the
microbial genotype by using in silico techniques in concert
with epidemiological information to identify person-to-per-
son transmission events and outbreak or epidemic
dynamics [74,79]. In the case of functional profiling,
metagenomics offers the significant advantage of replacing
multiple tests with a single analysis (Figure 2), although it
must be noted that it is not always possible to detect which
species within a metagenome a particular gene comes from
[78].
Rather than a single etiological agent, a particular com-

bination of species within an individual can sometimes
cause a disease. Through a mixture of DAS and shotgun
metagenomics, the HMP has characterized the healthy
microbiomes of 242 individuals, collecting microbial nu-
cleic acids from 18 body habitats from five sites (oral,
nasal, skin, gut, and urogenital) [81]. By comparing the
microbial diversity of these sites across individuals, the
HMP demonstrated that the healthy human microbiome
differs significantly in taxonomic composition between
individuals and between body sites, while the microbial
metabolic pathways at each site remain stable [28,82].
Through a public-health lens, metagenomics thus pro-
vides the opportunity to compare taxonomic and func-
tional differences between the microbes present in healthy
individuals and those with a range of conditions, from
acute infections to chronic diseases of both known and
unknown etiology.
Metagenomic studies employing a case-control associ-

ation discovery approach have identified associations be-
tween inflammatory bowel disease and Enterobacteriaceae
[83], colorectal carcinoma and Fusobacterium [35], and
type 2 diabetes and butyrate-producing bacteria [14,84].
However, this study design requires careful matching of
characteristics, including age, gender, ethnicity and under-
lying co-morbidities across cases and controls, and any as-
sociations identified must be verified in additional samples.
Two recent studies investigating metagenomic associations
with type 2 diabetes highlight such difficulties. The studies
used two populations, one of mixed gender from China
and the other of elderly European females. Although both
populations demonstrated an association between butyrate-
producing bacteria and type 2 diabetes, other discrimin-
atory characteristics differed between the two groups; when
the classification generated from one sample set was used
on the other, its predictive power was much reduced
[14,84,85].
Despite these difficulties, association studies provide

valuable information about the nature of dysbiotic
microbiomes, that is, the disruption in the membership
or functional capacity of the healthy microbiome [80].
This altered state could result from a pathogenic species
changing the abundance and distribution of other micro-
bial community members, or could be caused by iatro-
genic interventions such as antibiotic treatment.
Understanding dysbiosis and its role in disease opens
the door to the development of alternative forms of
treatment, such as probiotics and stool transplants [82],
which have been effective in treating Clostridium difficile
infections [86].
Beyond profiling of bacterial and viral microbiomes,

the fungal component of the human microbiome, the
‘mycobiome’, is an emerging field. Akin to early bacterio-
logical DAS studies, only culturable fungal species asso-
ciated with illnesses have been studied in detail.
Recently, targeted DAS of 18S rRNA revealed that the
species diversity of the endogenous fungal community is
richer than previously assumed [87]. Furthermore, the
mycobiome is not unique to humans: diverse fungal
populations have also been recovered from a variety of
mammals [45]. The impact that the mycobiome has
on human health and disease is currently unknown,
and additional investigations using metagenomics ap-
proaches are required to further characterize the
mycobiome and its potential public health impacts.



Table 3 Challenges for traditional pathogen detection in public health

Challenge Importance Traditional methods Metagenomic approaches Reference
(s)

Speed It is important to identify pathogens as
quickly as possible to identify
appropriate measures for treatment and
prevention of spread

Techniques that require culture can
lead to delays, particularly for slow-
growing pathogens such as
Mycobacterium tuberculosis

Metagenomic pathogen discovery
is increasing in speed and single
genomes can now be sequenced
in a few hours

[16,74,75]

Performing multiple tests can delay
diagnosis

Metagenomics comprises a single
test

Cost For a technique to be viable in a public
health laboratory, it must be
economically justifiable

Performing multiple tests can be very
expensive

Metagenomic approaches are
decreasing in cost

[75-77]

A single metagenomics
experiment can now be
performed for less than $200

Identification of
pathogens that
are present at
low levels

Disease can be caused by pathogens
that are present at very low levels.
Samples taken may only harbor small
numbers of a pathogen

May not detect pathogens that are
present at very low levels

It is now possible to perform
metagenomic studies from a
single cell

[16,73,78]

Biases in culturing and other methods
may point to the wrong pathogen

Genomes have been assembled
from organisms with relative
nucleic acid abundances as low
as 0.1%

Identification of
novel or variant
pathogens

Early identification of novel pathogens is
vital to prevent potential outbreaks

May not identify pathogens that are
unknown or too divergent from
known organisms

De novo assembly allows
generation of genome sequences
from novel pathogens

[9-11]

Detection of
transmission

Identification of transmission guides
public health practices for containing
outbreaks

Traditional pathogen fingerprinting
methods may not have the resolution
to detect transmission events

Whole-genome sequences
provide the ultimate resolution
required to detect transmission
events

[79]

Co-infections
and complex
diseases

Complex diseases are often caused by a
combination of multiple pathogens,
host genetics and environmental factors

Targeted detection of pathogens
does not allow identification of
multiple pathogens, unless each is
specifically investigated

Can detect multiple pathogens in
one test, allowing for inference of
interactions

[79,80]
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In addition to identifying unknown or novel pathogens
and characterization of normal and disease-associated
microbial communities, metagenomics can also be ad-
vantageous in the characterization of the microbiomes
of environments that are relevant to public health, such
as hospitals and healthcare facilities. Previous non-
metagenomic studies have looked for the presence of
specific pathogens in healthcare environments [88,89],
but metagenomic profiling of these environments allows
the simultaneous detection of multiple pathogens. For
example, a single metagenomics study was able to iden-
tify 78 candidate species from a biofilm in a hospital sink
[17], including the identification of a new bacterial
phylum [90]. Metagenomic investigation of healthcare
environments promises to provide important insight into
the microbial ecology and dynamics of settings such as
hospitals or clinics. This is the focus of the recent Hos-
pital Microbiome Project [91], which aims to investigate
interactions between the microbiomes of patients and
their surrounding hospital environment.

What stands in our way? Challenges facing
metagenomics in public health
Despite the successes described above, the application of
metagenomics to laboratory-based diagnostics is still in
its infancy (Table 4). A recent study using metagenomics
to investigate diarrhea samples that were positive for
Shiga-Toxigenic E. coli showed a sensitivity of only 67%
compared to culture [12,78], implying that further ad-
vances are necessary if metagenomics is to replace trad-
itional culture-based and molecular diagnostics.
However, the same study demonstrated metagenomics’
utility in identifying ‘unknown unknowns’, with the
authors able to identify co-infections that were not
detected by conventional testing.
At the moment, metagenomics has proven most useful

in the detection of novel microorganisms. Discovering a
novel pathogen or an unusual collection of microorgan-
isms within a clinical sample is, however, merely the first
step in the process of determining its role in a disease.
The identification of a microbial species through its gen-
ome alone does not establish causation. In fact, many of
the pathogens that have been discovered through this
approach fail to meet Koch’s postulates for causality as it
is sometimes not possible to culture the pathogen or to
identify a suitable animal model for further studies [99].
Confronted with these challenges, several groups have
suggested alternative Koch’s postulates. After the intro-
duction of PCR- and DNA-based identification methods,
Fredericks and Relman [99] suggested modified postu-
lates, but even these might not be adequate for recogniz-
ing complex diseases in which a combination of multiple



Table 4 Challenges for the integration of metagenomics into public health

Challenge Description Relevance Solution Reference
(s)

Multiple
technologies

Next-generation sequencing can be
performed on multiple platforms each with
different characteristics, and each constantly
under improvement

Difficulty comparing results from
different platforms and with
those from older techniques

Pipelines must be constantly
updated to account for new
techniques

[74,76,92]

Universal approach not yet
possible

Different platforms should be
utilized depending on the
question asked

Continuously evolving
technology requires skilled
workforce rather than
established pipelines

Computational
resources

Our ability to generate DNA sequence data
has rapidly surpassed our computational
abilities to analyze the data

Significant requirements for
storage of DNA sequence

Perform analysis using a staged
approach

[69,93]

Assembling and identifying
short reads from next-
generation sequencing is
computationally intensive

Cloud computing

Suitable
reference
databases

Multiple reference databases are available,
which may generate different results
depending on the database used

Certain features of a
metagenomic sample might be
missed if the wrong database is
used

HMP aims to sequence multiple
references genomes associated
with the human body

[94]

Limited by the diversity
represented in each database

HMP currently has a total of 6,500
reference sequences generated

Short read
lengths

Read lengths depend on sequencing platform
used

Makes de novo assembly more
complicated

Read lengths are continually
increasing

[92,95]

More difficult to identify large-
scale genomic variations and
repetitive regions

Third-generation sequencing
platforms promise much longer
read lengths

Causation Finding a pathogen in a disease sample does
not imply causation

Important to determine
causation before changing
public health management

Follow-up studies are required - for
example, using animal models, or
serological or epidemiological
methods.

[11,75,96]

False association can lead to
costly, useless or even
potentially harmful therapies

Results must be independently
validated

Contamination Metagenomics can detect contaminants from
cell cultures, reagents and laboratory
equipment

Contaminants may be
incorrectly associated with the
disease of interest

Negative controls must be used [97]
Researchers must consider the
plausibility of the findings

Results must be independently
validated

Privacy Host nucleic acids are almost always
sequenced in metagenomics studies

Host genetic sequences are
confidential

Host DNA to be available only to
researchers in HMP

[92,98]

Human subjects might be
traceable from their DNA
sequences

Only microbiome data are released
to the public
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microorganisms and/or environmental factors are re-
quired to cause disease. More recently, a set of postu-
lates that are applicable to metagenomics has been
suggested [96]; but even these require inoculation into a
host, which may not be possible for all pathogens.
Other evidence, such as serological and epidemio-

logical analyses, or the ability to stop the disease with
microorganism-specific drugs or antibodies, have also
been used to address difficulties in meeting Koch’s pos-
tulates [11,75,100]. For ubiquitous viruses (for example,
Epstein-Barr virus, human herpes virus 6 and torque
teno virus) or for diseases for which additional variables
such as host genetics and environmental factors play a
significant role, however, proof of causality can be ex-
ceedingly difficult [14,15]. In such circumstances, care
must be taken not to create spurious links between in-
fectious agents and disease, since such false associations
could lead to potentially dangerous treatments and might
be harder to disprove than to generate initially [75]. For
other complex diseases with a polymicrobial etiology,
metagenomics can provide a foundation for more targeted
quantitative analyses on larger cohorts in order to differ-
entiate between the microorganism(s) driving the disease
and non-pathogenic commensals [101].
When interpreting results from metagenomic studies,

it is also important to balance scientific plausibility with
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the possibility of identifying a truly novel association.
Research findings are more likely to be true when the
prior probability of the finding is high [102]; thus, for
unusual metagenomics results, additional lines of evi-
dence are required for confirmation. For example, in a
study of nasopharyngeal swabs taken from individuals in
the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, one sample contained a pair
of reads that mapped with 97% nucleotide identity to
Ebola virus, but after further investigation, this finding
was concluded to be contamination [13]. Since shotgun
metagenomics is a relatively new field, all the possible
causes of contamination are not yet known, but they
can include experimental reagents, DNA extraction
columns [103,104], cross-contamination during sample
processing, and carry-over between sequencing runs
[97]. Despite these caveats, all new discoveries must
initially arise from novel and unexpected findings, but
they must be followed up with the appropriate control
samples and experiments.

Conclusions and future perspectives
Although metagenomics pre-dates next-generation se-
quencing, current sequencing technology has trans-
formed this emerging field, enabling the comprehensive
characterization of all of the microbes in a sample. As
metagenomic approaches mature and the methods are clin-
ically validated, metagenomics-based approaches might be-
come front-line diagnostic tests for infectious diseases in
the public health setting. When faced with an unknown or
complex infectious disease, multiple conventional diagnos-
tic tests are often used, potentially leading to unnecessary
costs and delays in diagnosis. Instead, metagenomics might
be used as a single comprehensive screening test for poten-
tial pathogens, both known and novel, as well as to assess
the state of an individual’s microbiome (Figure 2). Add-
itional targeted diagnostic tests could then be used to
further understand the clinical disease and determine
management options.
As sequencing becomes cheaper and faster, it will be-

come possible to serially characterize human microbiomes
to investigate changes over time. This could lead to per-
sonalized medicine for infectious diseases that accounts
for the host genome and microbiome, and to personalized
treatments such as the use of narrow-spectrum antibiotics
to reduce disruption of the microbiome or specific
probiotics to restore an individual’s microbiome to a
healthy state [82]. Similar procedures could also be ap-
plied to environmental microbiomes in healthcare set-
tings; for example, urinary catheters could be treated with
prebiotics to reduce the risk of colonization by harmful
bacteria [105]. In fact, it has been suggested that
metagenomic investigations of the microbiome could be-
come so standard that DNA sequencers could be used in
household toilets to monitor changes in stool microbiome
content, which could then be used to guide interventions
to maintain health [106].
When a pathogen of interest is known, current

metagenomic approaches have limited sensitivity com-
pared to traditional techniques for pathogen detection.
Thus, although metagenomics might one day be used
for screening clinical samples, it is currently best posi-
tioned as a complementary technique to be used along-
side culture and other traditional methods. The greatest
value of metagenomics is in clinical cases where conven-
tional techniques fail to find a microbial cause. Even
then, metagenomics requires skilled scientists to perform
the experiments and to analyze the data, and thus, to
date it has been exercised primarily in the realm of aca-
demic research rather than at the frontlines of public
health. To be considered a bona fide clinical test for
pathogen detection in a public health laboratory, stand-
ard metagenomic protocols are necessary both for test-
ing and analyzing samples and for inter-laboratory
comparison of results. As whole-genome sequencing
technologies decrease in price and increase in speed and
simplicity, however, it is expected that metagenomics ap-
proaches will be applied more often in public health
emergencies, and routine pipelines are likely to evolve
from ongoing collaborations between researchers and
clinicians. Such forward steps will be crucial for increas-
ing our arsenal of tools in public health, thus allowing us
to rapidly detect and to manage novel and emerging
infectious diseases.
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